
MONOPOLY MEGA MOVERS  

The objective of the game is to obtain winning symbol combinations by 

spinning the reels.  

HOW TO PLAY SELECT YOUR BET/LINE  

Click the BET/LINE button to choose your bet per line  

LINES  

This meter displays the number of lines being played. All lines are always 

in play.  

TOTAL BET  

This meter displays the total amount wagered per spin.  

START THE GAME  

Click the “SPIN” (the button showing an arrow) button to start your game.  

WIN  

This meter displays the total amount won for any single spin.  

PAYS  

During reel spins, WILD appears on reels 2, 3, and 4 and substitutes for all 

symbols for the payline wins. If WILD appears on screen with one or more 

ARROW, then WILD will expand by 1 position in the direction that the  

ARROW is pointing. BACKGROUND may randomly appear on the reels. 

Appearance of the BACKGROUND on the symbol will not affect the symbol 

pays. Only highest winner paid per winning combination. Paytable reflects 

current bet configuration. Line pays must occur on adjacent reels, 

beginning with the leftmost reel.  

WHEEL FEATURE  

3, 4, or 5 BACKGROUND appearing on adjacent reels of the same row 

award one spin of the corresponding wheel.   

Wheel prizes are awarded as shown below:  



Prizes  
“3 in a Row” 

Wheel  

“4 in a Row” 

Wheel  

“5 in a Row” 

Wheel  

UPGRADE  

Awards 1 spin of 

the “4 in a Row” 

Wheel.  

Awards 1 spin of 

the “5 in a Row” 

Wheel.  

-  

RANDOM 

WILDS  
Awards 1 spin of the Wild Spin Bonus.  

FREE 

SPINS  

Triggers the Free Spins Bonus, awarding a number of spins 

equal to the number displayed on the wedge.  

JACKPOT  

Awards the value displayed in the corresponding Jackpot 

meter.  

Only MINI and 

MINOR Jackpots 

are available.  

Only MINOR and 

MAJOR Jackpots 

are available.  

Only MAJOR,  

MEGA and GRAND  

Jackpots are 

available.  

WILD SPIN BONUS  

Wild Spin Bonus is awarded from the Wheel feature.  

When  

triggered 

from:  

Number of WILDS added to 

reels 2-4 when “EXTRA 

BET” INACTIVE:  

Number of WILDS added 
to reels 2-4 when  

“EXTRA BET” ACTIVE:  

“3 in a Row”  

Wheel  
3-4  4-5  

“4 in a Row”  

Wheel  
4-5  5-6  

“5 in a Row”  

Wheel  
5-12  6-12  

If “+” is on the awarded wedge, the number of WILD awarded will be 

between the number displayed on the awarded wedge and 12. Otherwise, 

the number of WILD added to the reels during the Wild Spin Bonus is the 

number displayed on the awarded wedge. An alternate set of reels are 

used during the Wild Spin Bonus. Wheel feature is not available during the 

Wild Spin Bonus. Winning combinations for these reels are identical to the 

base game. During Wild Spin Bonus, the bet per line remains the same as 

the spin that triggered the bonus.  



FREE SPINS BONUS  

Free Spins Bonus is awarded from the Wheel feature.  

When  

triggered  

Number of spins awarded 

when “EXTRA BET”  

Number of spins 

awarded when “EXTRA  

from:  INACTIVE:  BET” ACTIVE:  

“3 in a Row”  

Wheel  
5 or 7  7 or 10  

“4 in a Row”  

Wheel  
10 or 12  12 or 15  

“5 in a Row”  

Wheel  
15, 20, or 50  20, 50, or 100  

An alternate set of reels are used during the Free Spins Bonus. 

BACKGROUND is available during the Free Spins. Additional free spins 

may be awarded during free spins through wheel feature and are added to 

the remaining free spins. Winning combinations for these reels are identical 

to the base game. During Free Spins Bonus, the bet per line remains the 

same as the spin that triggered the bonus.  

LEGAL INFORMATION  

The MONOPOLY name and logo, the distinctive design of the game board, 

the four corner squares, the MR. MONOPOLY name and character as well 

as each of the distinctive elements of the board and the playing pieces are 

trademarks of Hasbro for its property trading game and the game 

equipment.  
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